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Foreword
By Alex Rugamba, Director
NEPAD, Regional Integration & Trade Department, African Development
Bank

_______________________________________________
Welcome to this annual review of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) - Infrastructure
Project Preparation Facility (IPPF).
In many ways, 2012 was a watershed year for NEPAD-IPPF. After nine years in operation, the project
preparation activities of the Facility and their downstream projects have matured to the point where we are
seeing significant developments in regional infrastructure on the African continent and NEPAD-IPPF is
becoming recognized as an important contributor to this achievement.
NEPAD-IPPF has now supported the completion of almost thirty regional project preparation studies and
activities and fully half of the related investment projects have catalyzed co-financing for the construction of
much-needed infrastructure – in information and communication technology, in energy, and in transportation
corridors. These are transformational infrastructure projects, absolutely essential to economic integration and
growth on the continent and to the long-term prosperity of its people.
Since its adoption by the African Union in 2012, the Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA),
and the 51 trans-boundary infrastructure developments it has prioritized, have guided the NEPAD-IPPF in its
work. Regional infrastructure projects are complex - they invariably involve at least two sovereign states and
often more, and a host of public and private co-financiers. It is a testament to the vision and commitment of
the African Union, and the NEPAD Planning and Coordination Agency, in bringing together the aspirations of
all of the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and their member states to focus on the PIDA priorities,
that we are witnessing real progress in bringing these programs to fruition. NEPAD-IPPF is proud to be a
partner in this endeavour.
With the acceleration of trans-boundary infrastructure on the continent, expectations of the role and potential
contribution of NEPAD-IPPF have also grown. There are a number of challenges going forward:


Additional funds must be mobilized by NEPAD-IPPF to meet the demand for regional project
preparation on the continent (US $135 -$150 million before 2015).



Consultative and project selection processes are being refined to ensure that all regions of Africa
benefit from NEPAD-IPPF programs.



Management and administrative processes need to be streamlined so that IPPF studies can be
completed more quickly and funds disbursed in a more timely and effective manner, to expedite
downstream investments.

The NEPAD-IPPF Secretariat and Oversight Committee are working hard to address these and other
challenges, to deliver on the promise and full potential of the NEPAD-IPPF. I am confident that, with the
continued support and engagement of all stakeholders, the future success of the NEPAD-IPPF will be
assured.

I.

NEPAD-IPPF AT A GLANCE

The NEPAD-Infrastructure Project Preparation Facility (IPPF) is a multi-donor trust fund managed by the
African Development Bank (AfDB) on behalf of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD).
NEPAD-IPPF was established following the 2002 Kanasaskis G8 Meeting, by Canada and the African
Development Bank (AfDB), first as a bilateral fund and, since 2005, as a multi-donor trust fund. It grew out of
African aspirations, in response to the urgent need for trans-boundary infrastructure on the continent and the
lack of investment-ready projects that would support expanding regional trade and business linkages.
NEPAD identified infrastructure as one of the main drivers of economic growth and poverty reduction in
Africa, recognizing that the present state of infrastructure, and the evident gap between Africa and most other
regions of the world, constituted a serious handicap to the improvement of African economies’ productivity
and competitiveness.
NEPAD-IPPF supports the development of regional and continental infrastructure with grants to Regional
African Member Countries (RMCs) of the AfDB, Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and African
infrastructure-related institutions (such as the West Africa Power Pool, as an example) to prepare high-quality
regional and continental infrastructure projects in the energy, trans-boundary water resource, transport and
ICT sectors.
NEPAD-IPPF finances targeted project preparation studies and technical advisory services at various stages
in the development of multi-country infrastructure projects - prefeasibility, cost-benefit analysis, environmental
and social sustainability, project definition, detailed design, pricing, marketing, and downstream financing,
including the design of public-private partnership arrangements. Priority is given to preparatory activities with
a high probability of generating viable regional infrastructure projects that can secure downstream financing
from public and private sources. ANNEX A describes the Eligibility and Screening Criteria used in selecting
projects for NEPAD-IPPF funding.
Studies and activities funded by NEPAD-IPPF have helped catalyze millions of dollars in downstream
financing from public and private sources, to build critical infrastructure on the continent.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The overarching aim of the NEPAD-IPPF is to prepare economically, environmentally and socially sustainable
regional infrastructure projects in line with the priorities of the African Union (AU) and the NEPAD Planning
and Coordination Agency (NPCA), in order to enhance regional economic development and integration on the
continent.
The 2011-2015 NEPAD-IPPF Strategic Business Plan articulated an ambitious four-year program requiring
an estimated US $200 million to support regional project preparation, in particular the Priority Action Plan
(PAP) of the Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA).
The PIDA Study, conducted in 2010, assessed the African continent’s infrastructure needs as a basis for
identifying priorities for regional infrastructure investment and its findings were endorsed by African Union
Heads of State at their Annual Summit in January 2012.
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PARTNERS
The African Union Commission (AUC) and NEPAD Planning and Coordination Agency (NPCA) play key
guiding roles in NEPAD-IPPF. Together with the RECs and Specialized Institutions, they represent the
interests of African countries. The AfDB provides a significant financial contribution in addition to its in-kind
contribution as host and manager of the Facility. Canada, Denmark, Norway, UK, Germany, Spain, and the
AfDB had pledged resources totalling US $ 73.77 million to NEPAD-IPPF by the end of 2012.

Figure 1: Total Donor Pledges to
NEPAD-IPPF
2004-2012 (US $73.77 million)
Spain $2.7

AfDB
$10.3

Germany
$16.04

Canada
$23.5

UK
$9.5
Norway
$7.4

Denmark
$4.3

NEPAD-IPPF is managed by a Secretariat within the NEPAD, Regional Integration and Trade Dept. of the
AfDB. An Oversight Committee (OC) which meets semi-annually provides general policy direction, and
ensures effective governance of the Facility’s activities. The OC is made up of seven representatives: three
appointed by Donors, two by the AfDB, and two by the African Union Commission (AUC) and the NEPAD
Planning and Coordination Agency (NPCA). The current OC is chaired by Germany and includes
representatives of the UK, Canada, the AUC, NPCA and the AfDB.

Figure 2: COMMITMENTS AND DISBURSEMENTS BY YEAR, US$ thousands
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SECTORS OF ACTIVITY

NEPAD-IPPF has approved US $44.1
million in grants to 55 regional project
preparation activities, spanning the African
continent. Of these, 29 IPPF-funded
activities have been completed, one
cancelled, 3 on the process of cancellation
and 22 are ongoing.

Figure 3: Total NEPAD-IPPF Grants
By Sector 2004-2012
Water 3 Multisec 1
Capacity
Building
9
Transport
17
ICT 8

Among completed IPPF activities, (i) 4 are
capacity building projects, no downstream
financing required, (ii) two phase of the
same project were financed (the
Energy
Kazungula bridge), (iii) 3 projects need
17
financing to move to another phase (detail
design), and (iv) 21 downstream projects
have sought implementation financing: 14
have been successful and, of these, 3 have been implemented and 11 are currently in the implementation
phase.
Total commitments of US $44.1 million include US $2.1 million to non-project activities (audits, technical
expert TA etc.).

Figure 4: NEPAD-IPPF Commitments by Sector, 2004-2012
(US$ millions)
Other $2.10

Multisector $0.90
Water $3.9
Capacity
Building $5.0

Transport
$16.9

ICT $3.7
Energy $11.6
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IPPF-FUNDED PROJECTS
Since 2004, 55 NEPAD-IPPF grants have been approved for funding, one of these have subsequently been
cancelled and three are in the process of cancellation, three months cancellation notice have been sent to the
recipients in September, October and November 2012. These cancellations will be effective in 2013. This was
an average of six projects approved annually in the first nine years of NEPAD-IPPF, as shown on the next
page.

No. of Grants
Approved

The 2011-2015 Strategic Business Plan has called for a much more ambitious program, to meet the high level
of demand from African stakeholders, in terms of both the number of grants and the size and complexity of
project preparation activities; this shift is currently underway. 2012 saw an increase in the number of grants
approved, from four in 2011, to eight. For 2013, the Work Program has set a target of 20 new IPPF activities
approved, with grants totalling US $50 million.

Figure 5: NEPAD-IPPF Grants Approved, 2004 -2012
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These are just a few of the transformational regional infrastructure developments on the African continent that
NEPAD-IPPF has had a hand in moving to fruition:

ICT
East Africa Submarine Cable System (EASSy) & East Africa ICT Backbone
EASSy is a major telecommunications development in East Africa, which mobilized US $263 million in
financing. A related $260 million project, for the design of the East Africa ICT Backbone, was also developed
by EAC and partners with support from NEPAD-IPPF. Together, they have connected East African counties
through a network of leading-edge telecommunications systems. A 9,900 km optical fibre submarine cable
network running from South Africa to Sudan has been built, with onshore landing points along the eastern sea
coast, improving overall telecommunications service delivery and lowering costs.

ENERGY
Ghana-Burkina Faso Power Interconnection
NEPAD-IPPF joined USAID, AFD and DBSA to support studies by ECOWAS for the design and management
of a 200 km 225KV transmission line, the extension of existing substations and construction of two new
substations. This $100 million project, now under construction, will directly contribute to regional integration,
adding an additional link in the WAPP transmission system and advancing its goal of an interconnected
network in the ECOWAS region, ultimately leading to a regional electricity market.
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Ethiopia GIBE III
NEPAD-IPPF supported a grant for a study by the Ethiopian Government to expand the GIBE Hydropower
plant on the Omo-Gibe River Basin, 500 km south of Addis Ababa. Scheduled for completion in late 2013,
GIBE III will be the largest hydropower project in the region; it will stimulate economic growth in Ethiopia and
neighboring countries by creating a common market for electricity in the region. The EUR 1.47 billion project
is being financed by the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and the Ethiopian Government.

TRANSPORT
Kazangula Bridge
Construction on the Kazangula Bridge, linking the mineral-rich regions of Botswana and Zambia, is expected
to begin in 2014. It will remove one of the last barriers to the movement of goods and people along the SADC
North-South Transport Corridor and reduce transit time by 80%, resulting in huge economic benefits to both
countries. The lead co-financier for the $260 million project (a road-rail bridge, approach roads and railway
lines and one-stop border posts and tolling facilities) is the Japanese Development Bank.
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II.

NEPAD-IPPF Grants Approved in 2012

Table 1: Grants approved in 2012
No/Date of
Approval

REC

Sector

2012-1
Approved
Feb/12
2012-2
Approved
Feb/12

SADC

Capacity
Building

IGAD/
NBI

Water

2012-3
Approved
Mar/12

PEAC

Energy

2012-4
Approved
Apr/12

ECCAS

Transport

2012-5
Approved
June/12

EAC

Transport

2012-6
Approved
Dec/12

SADC

Energy

2012-7
Approved
Dec/12

SADC

Transport

2012-8
Approved
Dec/12

ECOWA
S

Transport

Title and Objectives
Investment Conference on Infrastructure for
Angola - Donor round-table on infrastructure
financing
Baro-Akobo-Sobat (BAS) Water Resource
Development - To identify and prepare potential
investment projects in one or more areas:
navigation, flood control, water security through
multi-purpose reservoirs, and sustainable
management of wetlands
Projet d’interconnexion Transfrontalière de
l’Afrique Centrale (PPET-2) – Mener les études
de faisabilité, d’avant-projet détaillées (APD) et
preparer les documents d’Appel d’Offres (DAO)
pour alimentation à moindre coût dans deux
zones transfrontalières entre les pays de
l’Afrique centrale
Roads-Rails-Bridge DRC-Congo - To design a
rail-road bridge and rail extension to support
increased trade across the Congo River,
between the cities of Kinshasa and Brazzaville
EAC Railway Sector Enhancement – To carry out
a pre-feasibility study along the identified
network and develop an investment plan for
presentation to potential investors
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Namibia and Botswana
(ZIZABONA) Power Interconnection Feasibility
Study – To promote and increase trade in energy
between northern and southern countries of the
SAPP network; involves engaging a Transaction
Advisor on the structuring of power
arrangements
Mtwara Development Corridor Feasibility Study
& Design of Mueda - Negomano Road – To
assist in the development of the Mtwara
Corridor, one of SADC’s 17 priority corridors, to
provide sea access to landlocked eastern
Zambia, northern Malawi and north-eastern
Mozambique. The port of Mtwara will also be
expanded to accommodate increased traffic,
contributing to the economic development of this
natural resource-rich region.
San Pedro Port Extension, Phase II – detailed
design, to improve sea access at the port for
Mali, Burkina Faso, and Liberia. This port in the
western portion of Côte d’Ivoire is the closest
sea access for Mali and Burkins Faso, both landlocked, and eastern Liberia. Terrestrial access
from land-locked countries to the port will be
addressed; this is expected to increase port
capacity and trade among the four countries. It is
a Phase II detailed design project.

PIDA
or RI
Priority

IPPF
US$
million

0.104
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CoFinanciers

0.667

2.565
(Euro
2.0
million)

0.704

-

1.070

7.9

ADF,
Governments

1.232

.428

India
Trust
Fund

PIDA
PAP
EN02

1.995

.184
.500
.500

SAPP
DBSA
Norway
Sweden

PIDA
PAP
TR11,

1.837

.150

Africa
Trade
Fund,
Mozambique

PIDA
PAP
TR 19

.097

SADC
Master

Plan

PIDA
PAP
TR16,
West
Africa
Hub
Port &
Rail
Prog’m

2.0

9.609
million

TOTALS

Cofin’cing
(US$ m)
-

.235

AWF

1.0

Ivory
Coast
FAPA

13.559
million

23.168
million

III. The NEPAD-IPPF Portfolio by Sector
Note: All $ in US$ unless otherwise stated.

ICT
ICT has not been a major sector of programming for NEPAD-IPPF: eight grants (15% of the total), 9% of total
commitments ($3.7 million), and no new ICT grants since 2009. Nevertheless, early IPPF investments in ICT
have resulted in some impressive results in terms of leveraging downstream financing and moving important
trans-boundary communications projects to implementation. Of the eight ICT projects supported by IPPF,
seven have been completed and five of these have been developed or are in implementation, together
leveraging over $500 million in co-financing from public and private sources.
Two Completed IPPF activities; Projects implemented:


East Africa Submarine Cable System (EASSy) (EAC, $499,000; 2005) implemented with $263 million
in co-financing.



East Africa ICT Backbone (EAC, $420,000; 2006), $260 million in co-financing leveraged.

Three Completed IPPF activities; Projects in implementation phase:


COMTEL (COMESA, $500,000; 2004), Chinese firm Huwaei & Cross Connect Technology have the
mandate to implement the project; however evidence of fund committed is awaited.



A smaller project that will have huge benefits for the communities living around Lake Victoria is the
Maritime Communications Safety on Lake Victoria project (EAC, $478,000, 2008), being
implemented with $10 million in financing.



ICT Interconnection Feasibility Study, (UMA, $387,000, 2009) has allowed each UMA country to
move ahead on implementation in their respective countries, mobilizing their own resources; however
evidence of fund committed is awaited.

Two Completed IPPF activities; Projects awaiting financial close:


SATA Backhaul Links Study (SADC, 2007, $405,000).



ECOWAN (ECOWAS, 2007, $413,500), seeking financing of $98 million; the Islamic Development
Bank has shown interest in participating.

One Ongoing IPPF activity:


The Central Africa ICT Backbone Study (ECCAS, 2008, $588,000) is almost finished and the project
should be included in the list of Completed Projects by early 2013.

ENERGY
Energy has traditionally been the second largest portfolio for NEPAD-IPPF, both in terms of the number of
projects approved (17 grants; 31% of the total) and the level of commitments ($11.6 million; 26% of the total).
One project, Ethiopia-Kenya Power Interconnection, has been supported by two IPPF grants. Of the 17 IPPF
activities funded, two are being cancelled, eleven completed (of these, one downstream project has been
implemented, seven are in the implementation phase and three are awaiting financial close) and four are
ongoing.
NEPAD-IPPF energy sector grants made during the start-up years are naturally taking longer to come to
fruition, but over the last two years there has been ample evidence of the soundness of these investments
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and the commitment of the partners involved to see these oil and electricity infrastructure projects through to
implementation. Co-financing leveraged for the construction of the eight projects that have reached financial
close totals over $3.0 billion. The significant contribution of the regional power pools to success in leveraging
funding and reaching implementation in the energy portfolio cannot be overemphasized.
One Completed IPPF activity; Project implemented:


Gambia River Basin Organization (OMVG) Electricity (ECOWAS, 2006, $500,000) has been
implemented with $263 million in financing raised.

Seven Completed IPPF activities; Projects in implementation phase:


Benin-Togo-Ghana Electricity Interconnection (ECOWAS, 2004, $500,000); $60 million financing.



Kenya-Uganda Oil Pipeline (EAC, 2004, $454,000); $100 million in co-financing mobilized.



Ghana-Burkina Faso Power Interconnection (ECOWAS, 2006, $489,000); USAID, AFD and DBSA
contributed to the $1.9 million study budget. $100 m in co-financing raised.



Kariba North Bank Hydropower Generation (SADC, 2008, $600,000) 85% of $430 million
construction finance is from China ExIm Bank, 15% from DBSA and Zambia National Electrical
Supply Corp (ZESCO).



Ithezi-Thezi Hydropower Generation (SADC, 2008, $463,000 as part of a $2.9 million study with
ZESCO, KfW and DBSA). $363.9 million in financing has been raised as a PPP, from AfDB, EIB,
AFD, TATA and ZESCO..



Ethiopia GIBE III (EAC, $300,000; 2008), Co-financing of EUR 1.47 billion from Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China and the Ethiopian Government.



Ethiopia-Kenya Power Interconnection Phase I (EAC, 2006, $500,000) 2006; $1.0 million to Phase II,
2010). Implementation financing of $1.26 billion from World Bank ($684 million), AfDB ($338m),
Agence Française de Dévt - AFD ($118m), Kenya ($88m) and Ethiopia ($32m).

Three Completed IPPF activities; Projects awaiting financial close:


Zambia-Tanzania-Kenya Electricity Interconnection (EAC, 2004, $500,000).



Central Africa Cross Border Electrification (ECCAS, 2007, $554,000).



Dar es Salaam-Mombasa Natural Gas Pipeline (EAC, 2009, $549,000).

Four Ongoing IPPF activities:


Ethiopia-Kenya Power Interconnection Ph. II (EAC, 2010, $1.0 million)



Ruzizi III Regional Hydro (EAC, 2011, $1.417 m).



Projet d’interconnexion Transfrontalière de l’Afrique Centrale II (PEAC, 2012, $704,000).



ZIZABONA Power Interconnection (SADC, 2012, $1.837m).
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TRANSPORT
Transport is IPPF’s largest sector and the one with the highest level of commitments. There have been grants
to 17 Transport project preparation activities; one has been cancelled and the remaining 16 represent 14
transport investment projects (Kazangula Bridge has had two phases of support, as has the San Pedro Port
Extension). $16.9 million in grants has been approved, or 38% of all IPPF commitments. This sector is
expected to demonstrate a significant leverage factor over the next few years, as more components of the
huge PIDA Regional Corridor programs proceed to construction. At the close of 2012, eight of the 16 IPPFfunded Transport studies had reached completion (in support of seven investment projects).
Four Completed IPPF activities, in support of 3 Projects in the implementation phase:


OMVG Gambia River Bridge (ECOWAS, 2006, $300,000); $105 million in co-financing raised.



Kazangula Bridge (SADC, $500,000 to Phase I, 2006; $402,000 to Phase II, 2010). AfDB MIC Trust
Fund, ADF and the Governments of Botswana and Zambia contributed to the $3.82 million budget of
Phase I. Co-financing for the $260 million project by a consortium of the Japanese Development
Bank (57.7%), the AfDB, the Governments of Zambia and Botswana, and the EU-Infrastructure Trust
Fund.



Burundi-Rwanda-Bujumbura-Ruhwa-Ntendezi-Gisenyi Road (EAC, 2008, $746,000); in
implementation; $464 in financing raised.

One Completed IPPF activity; Project in detailed design phase:


Issaka-Kigali-Bujumbura Railway (EAC, 2007, $1.527 million).

Two Completed IPPF activities; Projects awaiting financial close:


Dakar-N’djamena-Djibouti Transport Corridor (AUC, 2008, $582,000).



Djibouti-Libreville Transport Corridor Missing Links (AUC, 2008, $1.013 million).

Nine Ongoing IPPF activities, in support of eight downstream Projects:


San Pedro Port Extension (ECOWAS, Phase I, 2008, $1.837 million; Phase II, 2012, $2.0 million).



Nacala Road Corridor (SADC; 2010; $361,000).



Central Africa Transport Master Plan Support (ECCAS, 2010, $1.098 million).



Strengthening Operational Capacity of Central Corridor TTFA (EAC, 2010, $500,000).



Doussala-Dolisie-Brazzaville Intercapital Links (ECCAS, 2011, $1.459 million).



Roads-Rail-Bridge DRC-Congo, Kinshasa-Ilebo Rail (ECCAS, 2012, $1.07 million).



EAC Railway Sector Enhancement (EAC, 2012, $1.232 million).



Mtwara Development Corridor Study (SADC, 2012, $1.837 million); the Africa Trade Fund and
Government of Mozambique are also contributing to the study, bringing the budget to $2.08 million. It
centres on improvements to the 175 km. Mueda-Negomeno Road in northeastern Mozambique as
well as ways to address a number of trade facilitation issues.
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WATER
Trans-boundary water resource management has not been a major sector of activity for IPPF, in part because
there are other facilities focussed on trans-boundary water. In 2012, IPPF and the Africa Water Facility (AWF)
signed an MOU to co-finance complementary components of projects in the sector, with AWF generally to
take the lead. The first IPPF-AWF collaboration is in the preparation of the Baro-Akobo-Sobat Water
Resource Development Project. A total of three IPPF trans-boundary water activities (5% of the total), with
commitments of $3.9 million (9% of total commitments) have been approved.
Three Ongoing IPPF activities:


Songwe River Basin Development (SADC, 2010, $1.653 million).



Shire Zambezi Water (COMESA/ SADC, 2011, $1.554 million).



Baro-Akobo-Sobat Water Resource Development (IGAD/ NBI, 2012, IPPF $667,000; AWF$2.565
million).

MULITI-SECTOR
There has only been one project classified as Multi-sector, because it includes components of both transport
and energy; it is an ongoing activity:


Fond de Développement CEDEAO des Transports de de l’Énergie - FODETE (ECOWAS,
2010, $900,000)

CAPACITY BUILDING
Capacity Building (CB) is funded by NEPAD-IPPF on an exceptional basis and, since 2011 under the new
SBP, should only be approved when directly linked to downstream infrastructure investments. There have
been nine Capacity Building grants (16% of the total), with total commitments of approximately $5.0 million
(11% of total commitments). One activity, SADC Road Sector Harmonization of Standards (SADC, 2008,
$331,050), was cancelled prior to any disbursements and the funds were decommitted. At the end of 2012,
four IPPF activities had been completed, none requiring downstream financing:


EAPP Regional Power Master Plan (COMESA, 2008, $1.107 million).



EAPP Electricity Master Plan (EAC, 2009, $549,000).



Sécretariat pour le volet environnement du NEPAD (SINEPAD) (NPCA, 2009, $65,000).



ICT Sector Policy Harmonization (UMA, 2009, $342,000).

And four more IPPF activities were Ongoing:


Management of Water Resources in Central Africa (ECCAS, 2009, $690,000).



PIDA Sector Studies (AUC, 2010, $2.0 million).



Réunion des bailleurs de fonds de l’ALG (CEDEAO, 2011, $108,000).

 Investment Conference on Infrastructure in Angola (SADC, 2012, $104,000).
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IV. Strategic Themes and Results
Outcome 1 - Increased Number of Regional Infrastructure Projects Prepared and
Implemented
2012 Results (all in US$)
The 2012 Work Program adopted in December 2011 targeted 14 grants for approval in 2012, with estimated
new commitments of $28 million (approx. $2 million each). During 2012, nine activities were carried over for
assessment from 2011, with another nine on a Reserve List. Of these, eight IPPF grants were approved
(double the number in 2011 but still below the target of 14), with new IPPF grants totalling $9.609 million 57% of the ambitious target set for project approvals in 2012 and 34% of the target for commitments. Total
Commitments increased from $35.798 million at the end of 2011, to $44.120 million. 2012 Commitments were
partly offset by $1.135 million in de-commitments from cancelled and re-designed projects during the year,
e.g. 2010-1, Nacala Road Corridor, was reduced from $1.57 million to $360,000. In 2012 Disbursements were
$4.003 million, increasing the total from $21.417 million in 2011, to $25.42 million (Table 1 of Section II.
NEPAD-IPPF Grants Approved in 2012, has the details).

Summary Results
From 2004 to the end of 2012, NEPAD-IPPF approved funding for 55 infrastructure-related project
preparation activities, of which 4 have been cancelled.

Figure 6: NEPAD-IPPF approved projects

55
Approved
activities

• AT THE END OF 2012:
• 1 cancelled activity
• 3 activities being cancelled
• 22 Ongoing activities
• 29 Completed Projects

• 4 were capacity-building projects; no downstream financing

29
Completed
activities

14 Projects
in
Implement
-ation

required
• 2 activities were financed for different Phases of the same project
development, the Kazangula Bridge
• So, of 24 completed projects seeking financing for implementation:
• 3 need to move to detail design stage
• 7 are awaiting financial close
• 14 have reached financial close and are in the implementation
stage

• 11 are at various stages of implementation (see ANNEX D for details)
• 3 have been built (East Africa Submarine Cable System, East Africa ICT
Backbone, Gambia River Basin Organization (OMVG) Electricity )

Key Indicators of progress in the Strategic Business Plan (ANNEX C) are to increase the % of IPPFsupported projects reaching financial close (meaning that adequate funding for implementation has been
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identified and co-financiers have made commitments defining their participation); the % of projects integrating
& monitoring cross-cutting issues; and the volume of co-financing leveraged for downstream implementation.

Financial close: With 14 of 21 completed IPPF activities leading to Projects reaching this stage (67%), the
target of 50% of projects by 2012 has been exceeded (as a % of completed projects seeking financing for
implementation).

Inclusion of environmental and gender equality issues: Since 2010, it has been a requirement for
all Bank projects to reflect these considerations and IPPF projects follow this rule wherever feasible. The
proportion of projects that assess environmental impacts is now close to 100% but the record for
consideration of gender impacts is nowhere near this level. It has proven to be a real challenge to factor in
gender equality at the study stage of infrastructure projects, in particular when IPPF is one of several cofinanciers. What can be said is that the IPPF projects that proceed to implementation, especially those with
AfDB co-financing, always include a critical examination of the gender effects of the infrastructure
development and consider mitigating measures that may be necessary to ensure that both men and women
benefit equally from the services that will be provided.

Co-financing for project implementation: The targets were $500 million in 2011 and $1.0 billion in
2012. By the end of 2011, 13 completed projects had leveraged approx. $6.0 billion for implementation. At
the close of 2012, the total volume of co-financing for downstream implementation remained almost
unchanged ($6.15 billion).

Number of IPPF project grants approved: The number of IPPF grants approved annually has
averaged six per year. In 2011, four projects were approved and, in 2012, this number doubled to eight
(detailed in Part II), bringing the total to 55 projects (of which one has been cancelled and three are being
cancelled). The distribution, shown below, has traditionally been heavily weighted to Transportation and
Energy infrastructure; recent approvals show this trend strengthening. The number of ICT and Capacity
Building (CB) grants approved has declined over time.

Figure 7: NEPAD-IPPF Projects By Sector, 2004-2012
Water 5%

Multisector 2%

Capacity
Building 16%

Transport 31%

ICT 15%
Energy 31%
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Outcome 2 - Increased Funding Available for the Preparation of Bankable Regional
Infrastructure Projects
2012 Results (all in US$)
Resource Mobilization: In 2012, Canada and Germany (through KfW) respectively pledged an additional
CAD $15.0 million (US $14.718 million) and Eur 10 million ; a new contribution was announced by DfID (GBP
15.0 million), which will add approximately $22.5 million to NEPAD-IPPF pledges in 2013 (this new pledge will
be accounted for in the 2013 NEPAD-IPPF Financial Statements). Together, these new contributions will add
over $45 million, effectively doubling NEPAD-IPPF resources since 2010.

Missions to Potential Donors/Fund Mobilization: IPPF reached out to potential new donors in 2012 the European Union, Brazil and France. A mission to Brussels in March and participation with EUC in Addis
Ababa on the margins of the EU-Africa Infrastructure Partnership Forum, allowed opportunities to discuss
issues regarding the EUC role in the governance of the Facility and participation in IPPF procurement for EU
countries which are not AfDB members. France expressed interest in contributing to IPPF from its
contribution to the Highly Indebted Country Program (HIPC) of DRC through IPPF, linked to preparation of the
Inga Hydropower Project, however this has not proceeded. Two missions were led in France (March and July
2012) to discuss the issues. And Brazil’s National Development Bank (BNDES) proposed setting up a project
preparation facility on a revolving fund basis with AfDB, and the World Bank indicated interest in
collaborating, however, for now, creating a loan window within IPPF is not considered a feasible option.
Discussions on all fronts continue.

Mobilization of Domestic Resources: IPPF, in collaboration with the AUC and NPCA, took steps during
2012 to mobilize resources from African states. In January 2012, when Heads of State and Governments of
African Countries (HSG) adopted PIDA through a Declaration, they recognised IPPF critical role as a lead
projects preparation facility on the continent and committed to contribute to its financing, with a request to
AUC to implement this commitment by proposing a strategy for their contribution to the IPPF. A committee
comprising five RECs (COMESA, EAC, ECCAS, ECOWAS and SADC), NPCA, AUC and IPPF was
established to draft a strategic concept note for domestic resource mobilization, for presentation to HSG. This
presentation is still pending due to several unsuccessful attempts.

Project Preparation Co-financing: In 2012, six IPPF grants (of eight approved) leveraged an additional
$13.560 million in co-financing, meeting the target for 2012 (targets were to leverage $10 million in 2011 and
$13 million in 2012; in 2011, however, three of four grants approved leveraged only $3.894 million in cofinancing).

Tunnel of Funds: Cooperation in project preparation co-financing has been enhanced by the Tunnel of
Funds concept since 2010. Initiated and piloted by NEPAD-IPPF and the EU Africa Infrastructure Trust Fund
(EU-AITF), it was applied to the Ruzizi III project in 2011 (IPPF financed the transaction advisory services
with DBSA and KfW, while EU-ITF financed the feasibility and detailed design studies). In 2012, four projects
were moved along the project development cycle through the Tunnel of Funds: ADF, DRC and Congo are
jointly co-financing $9.0 million for studies and the design of Roads-Rails-Bridge DRC-Congo; DBSA,
Norway, Sweden and SAPP are co-financing different components of ZIZABONA; the Africa Trade Fund and
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Mozambique are contributing to the Mtwara Development Corridor; and FAPA and Côte d’Ivoire are working
with IPPF as San Pedro Port moves from Phase I to Phase II.

Summary Results
Resource Mobilization: At the end of 2012, $73.77 million had been pledged, up from $50.50 million the
year before. In 2012, an additional pledge was made by Canada (CAD $15.0 million; US $14.718 million) and
KfW (EUR 7.0 million, US$ 10 million). A new contribution announced by DfID (GBP 15.0 million), will add
approximately $22.5 million more to NEPAD-IPPF resources during 2013. In the future, there are also plans
for an additional UA 10 million contribution from the AfDB, as a transfer from Net Income.
Total funds received (including Interest and Exchange rate gain) increased to $51.424 million, from $46.083
million in 2011. Total commitments also rose, from $35.798 million to $44.120 million (reaching 86% of funds
received, up from 71% last year). At December 2012, the Fund had $7.3 million available for new
commitments and Canada and Germany had undisbursed pledges of just over $18 million.

Table 2: Status of NEPAD-IPPF Financial Resources, 31 December 2012 (US$)
Pledged
(Donor Currency)
Canada
Denmark
Norway
UK
Germany
Spain
AfDB
USAID co-financing
Interest
Exchange rate gain
TOTAL PLEDGED &
RECEIVED
Total COMMITMENTS
Commitment Capacity
Total
DISBURSEMENTS
Undisbursed Balance

Figure 8:

Pledged
(US$ 000s)

CAD 25,000,000
DKK 22,700,000
NOK 45,000,000
GBP 6,000,000
EUR 12,000,000
EUR 2,000,000
UA 6,300,000

Received
(US$ 000s)

% of Pledge
Received

23,503
4,287
7,375
9,550
16,039
2,746
10,268

12,784
4,287
7,375
9,550
2,582
2,746
10,268
1,000
708
125

48%
100%
100%
100%
16%
100%
100%

73,768

51,425
44,120
7,305

70% of Pledges
86% of Funds Rec’d
14% of Funds Rec’d
49% of Funds Rec’d
58% of Commitments
51% Funds Received

25,420
26,005

NEPAD-IPPF Contributions Received by Year (US $ millions)
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Outcome 3 - Improved Interaction Among Stakeholders in the Preparation of Regional
Infrastructure Projects
2012 Results
AUC/NPCA Liaison: NEPAD-IPPF participated in the drafting of the Declaration adopting the PIDA
Priority Action Program (PAP) by Heads of State and Governments of African Countries (HSG) in January
2012, also in the launch of the PIDA PAP implementation workshop in Johannesburg the following month. An
agreement had been made with the NEPAD Planning and Coordination Agency (NPCA) to meet annually to
discuss grant prioritization issues and so in February 2012, a meeting was held in Johannesburg to review the
indicative list of planned IPPF projects and consider the addition of other projects, based on achieving a good
balance among regions and an optimal response to high-priority PIDA PAP projects.

Missions to stakeholders: To facilitate coordination, IPPF has undertaken several missions to AUC and
NPCA. In addition, in April 2012, energy identification missions met with ECCAS, EAC and ECOWAS.

Communications: IPPF has agreed with EIB-ITF to use its GIS and populate it with IPPF projects
including, but not limited to, projects to be financed or co-financed by the two institutions and this work is
ongoing. Other Communications deliverables, while delayed, will be fully underway as part of the 2013 Work
Program. The work will include redesign and popularize of the NEPAD-IPPF Website, www.nepad-ippf.org,
updating the 2006 Communications Strategy and preparing IPPF brochures.

MOU with African Water Facility: The MOU was signed on 10 Feb 2012 and is being implemented.
IPPF and AWF are co-financing the Baro-Akobo-Sobat (BAS) Water Resource Development Project. Also, a
request from Ghana and Togo for a Feasibility Study for the Sogakope-Lome Trans-boundary Water Supply
Project was received by IPPF and is being processed by the AWF.

Summary Results
The principal measure of improved interaction among stakeholders, as per the SBP, is an increase in the
number of co-financed projects, with a target of 40 projects during the period 2011-2015. In 2011, four
projects approved, of which three were co-financed. In 2012, of eight projects approved, six were co-financed
- so the result to date is 9 out of 40. In order to stimulate interest in co-financing studies, IPPF has undertaken
extensive outreach and liaison with current and potential partners, and will actively seek to increase
collaboration with a wide variety of partners in the future.

Outcome 4 - Improved IPPF Efficiency
2012 and Summary Results
The 2011-2015 Strategic Business Plan (SBP) was approved by the Vice-President in charge of
Infrastructures, in January 2012, supported by a number of major changes to the way the Fund operates:


New criteria for project eligibility and selection, with bankability as a fundamental criteria;
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Introduction of a Framework Consultancy to augment Bank staff resources and capacity to support
RECs and other stakeholders in defining and implementing viable projects;
Revision of Operational Procedures (approved by the Board 22 June 2012), with withdrawal of the
grant ceiling to increase the average size of IPPF grants, and streamlining of the approval process for
projects under $2.0 million;
Formalization of an Operations Manual (approved by the Director, ONRI 22 March 2012) to guide the
day-to-day work of task managers in the management of IPPF resources.

Project Monitoring: A dashboard of ongoing projects has been developed to follow the main KPIs of
project management: disbursements, supervision, procurement milestones and rate of project implementation
- allowing IPPF to track monitoring more systematically. The rate of supervision missions by Task Managers
has increased.

Activity Completion Sheets (ACSs): A major effort during 2012 to prepare ACSs on all completed
projects has resulted in 25 of the 29 projects now being covered (the remaining four will be finalized during
the first half of 2013). Main recommendations coming out of the ACSs will be collated with the intention of
applying them in future in order to improve IPPF efficiency and results. In ANNEX D, completed projects
marked ** have ACSs.

Framework Consultancy and Small Grants Facility: Following OC endorsement at the June 2012
Meeting, IPPF moved forward with the Framework Consultancy. It will be used to assist RECs and
specialized institutions in preparing projects for IPPF approval and to unlock bottlenecks during
implementation. It will incorporate the Small Grants Facility which was designed to cover pre-feasibility
studies and other activities executed by NEPAD-IPPF on behalf of clients, to accelerate portfolio delivery.
The Framework Consultancy is budgeted at $3.5 million over two years, in line with the proposed budget in
the SBP for the period 2012-2014 and incorporating the planned budget for the Small Grants Facility. With no
activities funded in 2012, the $3.5 million will be budgeted over 2013 to 2015. An Expression of Interest (EoI)
notice was launched in August 2012 and 15 EoIs were received from interested firms/consortia. A Request
for Proposals (RFP) was launched to the 6 short-listed firms/consortia at the end of October, with a closing
date for receipt of tenders by mid-January 2013. NEPAD-IPPF plans to conclude the evaluation and
negotiations, and have the selected firm in place by mid-2013.

Stakeholder Survey: An Independent Stakeholder Survey was introduced and started at the Maputo OC
Meeting; it has been completed and the findings were presented at the June 2013 OC Meeting.

Staff Training: Two Task Managers attended project management training held in May 2012 in Abidjan.
Training on lessons learned from the IIRSA (Integrated Regional Infrastructure of South America) as it relates
to PIDA, has been scheduled for 2013. Task Managers are using SAP for project management.

Portfolio Cleaning and Project Age: One project experiencing long delays has been cancelled and
three projects are being cancelled; these three in 2012 are (2006-6 Rosso Bridge; 2008-12 Inga Power, 20106 Kampala–Kigali-Bujumbura Oil Pipeline) and one significantly restructured (2010-3 Nacala Road Corridor).
Only one long-standing project remains (2009-6 Framework for Management of Central Africa Water
Resources). Of 22 Ongoing projects at the end of 2012, four were nearing completion. The remaining 18
ongoing projects had an average age of 1 yr. 10 months, the same as in 2011 (average time from projects
st
approval dates to 31 December 2012). The IPPF Secretariat is tracking the time from project approval to
completion, an important measure of efficiency, to be able to report on this in more detail by next year,
including the reasons for delays on some projects.
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Administration: The Administrative Budget for 2012 was estimated at $3.03 million, as shown below, with
$800,000 of this amount to be covered by contributions to IPPF. However, only $1.22 million was disbursed
during the year, largely as a result of reduced staff costs and delays in the hiring of consultants. Compared to
the USD 4 million of disbursements reached in 2012, the Ratio of IPPF operational costs to total
disbursements amounted to 30.5%. The bottlenecks of disbursements remain the long-time taken for
procurements and the weakness of the recipients’ capacity to manage projects.

Table 3: NEPAD-IPPF 2012 Administrative Costs (US$)
Budget 2012
AfDB Staff salaries
Travel and Mission Cost
Consultant fees & related costs
OC Meetings
TOTALS
Admin Costs covered by AfDB
Admin Costs covered by IPPF

$2,230,000
$ 300,000
$ 400,000
$ 100,000
$3,030,000
$2,230,000
$ 800,000

Expenditures
to 31 Dec 2012
$ 839,655
$ 185,510
$ 107,229
$ 85,200
$ 1,219,606
$ 1,219,606
---

Up to mid-2012, one unit (ONRI.1) managed the NEPAD-IPPF project portfolio and another (ONRI.0) the
resources and reporting, both under the responsibility of the ONRI Director. ONRI.1 had seven Task
Managers allocating a portion of their time to IPPF under the coordination of a Manager, and supported by a
Technical Assistant. IPPF had three full-time staff – a Lead Coordinator (Manager), a Financial Analyst and
an Administrative Assistant, plus one-quarter of the time of a secondee. In line with the Bank’s
decentralization plan, one Transport Task Manager is now based in Abuja where ECOWAS headquarters are
located, to be closer to an important region of IPPF investment. In mid-2012, the IPPF team assumed full
responsibility for all aspects of NEPAD-IPPF while still receiving support from ONRI.1 and other line
department Task Managers as required.

A new management structure for IPPF, with a dedicated team of seven officers, was proposed in July 2012
as the principal means of improving the efficiency and quality of outputs of the Fund. Implementation of the
new structure is awaiting the approval of senior management, pending finalization of the new Regional
Integration Strategy of the Bank. Under the new structure, the overall headcount of seven would remain the
same, with no additional budgetary allocation for new Task Managers, but with IPPF managed as an
independent cost centre, with a dedicated team – a Lead Coordinator, a Financial Analyst, four dedicated
Task Managers, and one Operations Assistant.

IPPF Annual and Financial Reports: The 2011 NEPAD-IPPF Annual Report was cleared by the
Oversight Committee (OC) during its June 2012 meeting and approved by the AfDB Board of Directors on a
Lapse-of-Time Basis on 7 December 2012. The Draft 2012 Annual Report and the Annual Financial Audit
Report for 2012 were distributed during the June 2013 OC Meeting. The 2012 annual report will be submitted
to the Board approval pending to the OC clearance on the final version.
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V.

Planned 2013 Work programme and budget

References: ANNEX E. NEPAD-IPPF 2013 WORK PROGRAM AND BUDGET AND INDICATIVE LIST OF
PLANNED NEPAD-IPPF PROJECTS, 2012 AND 2013
The 2013 Work Program (ANNEX E) is an update of the 2012 Work Program with new requested projects. It
follows the Four Strategic Objectives of the Results Framework of the SBP. Activities that were satisfactorily
completed in 2012 are not repeated.
Suggested changes from 2012 to 2013 can be summarized as follows:
Strategic Objective 1: Increase the no. of regional infrastructure projects prepared and implemented






Improve portfolio management, tracking of project status & portfolio cleaning
Approve 5 projects from 2012 pipeline and at least 15 new 2013 pipeline projects @ ave. $2.5 m,
totalling 20 projects with commitments of approx. $50 m
Increase the rate of disbursements; reach cumulative disbursements of $35 m (a $10 m increase)
Complete the preparation of 10 additional projects
Bring 5 projects to financial close .

Strategic Objective 2: Increase funding available for preparation of bankable infrastructure projects





Conduct 3 targeted outreach missions to Algeria, Botswana, Egypt, Namibia, South Africa, EU &
report on results
Develop a medium-to-long-term Resource Mobilization Strategy (draft June 2013)
Increase funding mobilized for IPPF project preparation by $50m
Mobilize $15 m in additional co-financing for project preparation, through the Tunnel of Funds
concept

Strategic Objective 3: Improve interaction among stakeholders in the preparation of regional infrastructure
projects






Make the IPPF Website fully operational, include project eligibility criteria (June 1013)
Finalize a new Communications Strategy and begin implementation (draft June 2013)
Prepare brochures to better inform stakeholders about the aims and achievements of IPPF (by June
2013)
Conduct at least three programming missions to RECs and specialized institutions
Increase the total number of co-financed IPPF projects since 2011 to 15 (i.e. increase the total by 5)

Strategic Objective 4: Improve IPPF efficiency









Complete the IPPF management structure with an additional Task Manager
Complete an updated independent Stakeholder Survey (March 2013)
Operationalize the Framework Consultancy and program at least $1.0 m
Complete outstanding Project Completion Reports (PCRs) (4 new PCRs by June 2013)
Continue to train staff in SAP, procurement rules, project management, as needed
Increase supervision and monitoring of ongoing projects
Increase project coverage of gender & environmental issues to 100%
Prepare 2012 Annual Report (May 2013), MYR and Management Report for Meetings, 2012 Annual
Audit (April 2013)
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VI. Future outlook and the way forward for NEPAD-IPPF
In January 2012, the Heads of State and Government of the African Union adopted the Program for
Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA). The PIDA Study assessed the African continent’s infrastructure
needs as a basis for identifying priorities for regional infrastructure investment. PIDA, with its Priority Action
Plan (PAP) 2012-2020 composed of 51 programs and projects, provides the basis for NEPAD-IPPF
interventions on the continent.
The PIDA defines a new strategic context for the intervention of NEPAD-IPPF, which was captured in its SBP
2011 - 2015. The needs for the preparation of PIDA projects are huge and out of reach of any facility. As a
result, it is necessary to innovate by federating synergies to address these needs.
In short and medium terms, the Fund will have to develop the two areas of complementary activities namely
Resources mobilization and Projects preparation.
In terms of projects preparation, the focus will be on those of PIDA PAP which will be carried out until financial
closure for their development. The Operational Procedures revised in 2012 which removed the grant ceiling
by project thereby promote the preparation of big projects. The actions carried out in the preparation of
projects must contribute to achieving outcomes of SBP relating to the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Fund. It will pass through a strengthened and more effective supervision of project teams to make them more
efficient and proactive in their interventions. Their training needs in the management of projects will be
therefore prioritized.
The Fund will continue to privilege co-financing to bring the maximum number of projects in their development
phase. In this purpose, discussions with other facilities will be pursued. Similarly, consultations with
stakeholders will be intensified.
The Fund must also implement a communications strategy in order to gain awareness and understanding. In
2013 a communication strategy will be developed and the web site will be operationalized with the maximum
information to popularize the activities of the Fund.
The resources of the Fund are the sinews of war. Although the commitments of 2013 work programme are
practically covered by the pledges from donors, it is no less borrowing that the financing needs becomes
more and more crucial. Perspectives in the mater don't seem any good. The needs for the 2013-2015 pipeline
of projects sent by the RECs and Specialized Institution to IPPF in November 2012 amounted to more than
USD 180 million compared to about USD 40 million of remaining pledges. The Fund will undertake under the
leadership of the African Union Commission and the NPCA, the mobilization of the contribution of African
countries as announced during the approval of the PIDA in January 2012 by the Heads of State and
Government. At the same time, actions will be carried out to find new donors. Resources mobilization strategy
being developed will be a tool for these activities related to both external and domestic resources.
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ANNEXES
ANNEX A: Eligibility & Screening Criteria for NEPAD-IPPF Grants
The NEPAD-IPPF Special Fund is a demand-driven facility - grants are provided on the basis of identified and
expressed need. All requests must be consistent with IPPF’s mandate to support the preparation of highquality, viable regional infrastructure projects. Applicants must ensure that their requests for funding meet
both Strategic Alignment and Technical Screening criteria.

Strategic Alignment
(i)

Client Eligibility: The applicant must be a Regional Economic Community (REC), a Specialized
Regional Infrastructure Development Institution (SRIDI) or a Regional Member Country (RMC) to
be eligible for an IPPF grant. Regional infrastructure projects proposed by private sector
organizations and adopted, supported and owned by RECs, SRIDIs or RMCs are also eligible for
Fund support, provided that the request is submitted by the latter, who will be the grant
beneficiary and Fund counterpart. However, projects promoted solely by private sector
organizations are not eligible.

(ii)

Sector Eligibility: IPPF grants finance activities that support regional infrastructure project
development in Africa in four major sectors: Energy; Transport; Trans-boundary Water
Resources; ICT.

(iii)

Activity Eligibility: Three main types of activities related to project preparation are eligible for
IPPF funding:
a. Studies: (i) prefeasibility and feasibility studies; (ii) detailed engineering designs; (iii) financial,
economic, environmental and social impact assessments; and (iv) market studies.
b. Transaction Advisory Services: (i) Due diligence, transaction analysis and project
structuring/packaging including PPPs; (ii) Pre-contract services including preparation and
revision of tender documents, launching, processing, evaluation of bids and contract
negotiations.
c.

Project Marketing and Fund raising: Technical assistance in the preparation and delivery of
workshops, road shows, seminars and conferences involving stakeholders, investors and
lenders.

(iv)

Geographic Eligibility: The project must either be in one country with regional impacts, or
spanning two countries, or spanning more than three countries.

(v)

Alignment Eligibility: The project must be a NEPAD priority (STAP, Africa Action Plan), PIDA
project, or a documented priority of a REC or SRIDI.
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Technical Screening (Development Impact & Project Readiness)
(i) Financial and Economic Viability: The project should demonstrate the ability to generate high economic
rates of return (ERR) and/or financial rates of return (FRR). Projects with higher financial rates of return
will be more attractive prospects for both public and private investors. The creditworthiness of the
institutions and countries involved will also play a key role in the economic and financial viability of
projects.
(ii) Environmental and Social Impact: The project must identify clear and definite environmental and social
objectives and thus be able to chart the developmental impact the project will be able to achieve. IPPF
only invests in environmentally and socially sustainable projects.
(iii) Regional Integration Impact: The project must allow the IPPF team to quantify a proposal’s likely impact
on regional integration, as regional integration lies at the heart of IPPF’s mandate.
(iv) Transfer of Technology and Know How: The project should be able to spur the development of capable
institutions that are able to implement and maintain regional infrastructure services as this is important for
longer term sustainability and growth in Africa. The focus of the assessment will be on the potential for
the acquisition of new technologies and new knowledge and skills and the sustainability of financing for
operations and future maintenance.
(v) Project Readiness: Projects will have to demonstrate that they are likely to progress rapidly to financial
close, should the development impact be positive. This is assessed by looking at the following areas:
commercial and political commitment, the priority accorded to the project by the responsible REC or
Specialized Institution, the client’s previous track record with IPPF, and evidence of the availability of
finance for downstream implementation.

The Selection Process
All proposals to the NEPAD-IPPF Special Fund are first screened against the five Strategic Alignment criteria.
Only those that meet all five criteria proceed to Technical Screening. It is based on a quantified assessment
of the development impacts and project readiness of the proposal. Projects that receive a Technical
Screening score of at least 70 out of a possible 100 are placed on a list of Pipeline Projects which is then
prioritized, based on technical scores and to maintain the regional/sector balance of the portfolio of projects. .

How to Apply
Requests can be made through countries, through RECs or SIs and related institutions designed to promote
regional infrastructure projects.
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ANNEX B. REPORTING AGAINST THE 2012 WORK PROGRAM TARGETS (ALL IN US$)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IPPF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
IPPF ACHIEVEMENTS (OUTPUTS)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1 - INCREASE THE NO. OF REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS PREPARED AND IMPLEMENTED
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Approve 14 new grants @ ave. $2M, for a total of $28M (of 78 total in SBP)
Increase the rate of disbursements on projects
Clean up portfolio, free up funds – de-commit $ from stalled projects
Complete the preparation of 13 regional projects
Bring 4 projects to financial closure, increase % reaching closure

8 grants (57% of target) approved totalling $9.609 million (34% of target)
$4.003 million disbursed ($1.5m in 2011); total disbursements = $25.42 million
$1.135 million to be decommitted on 3 projects being cancelled during 2012
No additional IPPF projects reached completion during 2012
1 completed projects reached financial close in 2012

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2 – INCREASE FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR THE PREPARATION OF BANKABLE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
st

Conduct outreach missions in 1 Q to France, EU, Finland, Austria etc.
Complete Fund Mobilization Strategy by June 2012
Increase funding mobilized for IPPF project prep. (aim: US $30M in 2012)
Undertake activities to promote Tunnel of Funds concept
Mobilize additional co-financing for project preparation
Implement co-financing agreement with DBSA, ITF

Outreach missions were conducted in EUC, France and Brazil
Draft Domestic Resource note by REC/NPCA/AUC/IPPF
Resource Mobilization Strategy rescheduled to 2013
CIDA pledge of CAD $15 million (US $14.7 million)
KfW pledge of EUR 7 million ($10 million)
DfID pledge of GBP 15 million announced ($22.5m, for 2013 confirmation)
Discussions: DBSA/Sweden/Norway (ZIZABONA); Ivory Coast (San Pedro)
$13.560 million co-financing mobilized for 6 IPPF project preparation activities
DBSA onside for ZIZABONA

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3 – IMPROVE INTERACTION AMONG STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PREPARATION OF REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Make IPPF website fully operational by Jan 2012, include project criteria
Finalize Communications Strategy and begin implementation
Prepare/distribute information flyers/reports to publicize progress/needs
Liaise with AUC and NPCA in prioritizing projects under PIDA
Conduct info/sensitization missions to RECs and specialized institutions
Implement MOU with AWF
Increase no. of co-financed projects

Rescheduled to 2013
Rescheduled to 2013
Rescheduled to 2013
Undertaken in Feb. 2012 and at November 2012 Maputo OC Meeting
Undertaken to ECCAS, EAC and ECOWAS
Being implemented (Baro-Akobo-Sobat)
6 of 8 approved IPPF grants have co-financing
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IPPF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
IPPF ACHIEVEMENTS (OUTPUTS)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4 – IMPROVE IPPF EFFICIENCY
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Hire one Consultant under Framework Contract by April 2012
Delayed to 2013
Provide 8 grants under the Small Grants Facility
To be incorporated in Framework Consultancy
Conduct an Efficiency Survey (Stakeholder Survey?)
Survey started in November 2012 and will be completed in early 2013
Complete 14 Activity Completion Fiches (ACSs)
9 more completed, bringing total to 25 (on 29 completed projects)
Train 4 people in SAP, procurement rules, project management
Training organized in May for 2 staff; 2 staff will receive training scheduled in 2013
Increase monitoring of ongoing projects
Supervision and monitoring have increased although firm statistics not available
Increase % of projects addressing gender & environmental issues
100% for environmental issues, not calculated for gender but remains low
Decrease project age
No decrease from 2011: ongoing projects still have average age of 1 yr. 10 mos.
Decrease administrative costs
$1.22 million in 2012; 30.5% of disbursements of $4.02 million – a decrease from
2011
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADMINISTRATION
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Confirm new management structure with 6 AfDB staff –
Coordinator + 4 Task Managers, 1 support staff, I.25 secondees
Provide travel and other support to secondees
Recruit 3 consultants (including for communications)
Complete 2011 Annual Report by June 2012
Prepare updates for May and Nov. OC Meetings
Prepare Quarterly Financial Reports
Complete 2011 Annual Financial Audit

New structure awaiting formal approval, finalization of Regional Integration Strategy
Completed
IPPF management consultant hired for period Oct 2012 – June 2013
Completed, approved by the Board on 7 December 2012
Completed
Semi-annual Financial reports are prepared for the OC Meetings
Completed, distributed to OC in June 2012
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ANNEX C. REPORTING AGAINST THE 2011-2015 NEPAD-IPPF SBP FRAMEWORK
IPPF Purpose: To prepare economically, environmentally and socially sustainable regional infrastructure projects in line with AU/NPCA priorities.
RESULTS CHAIN
INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
BASELINE

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

RISKS/MITIGATION MEASURES

Impact
Regional
economic
development and
integration
enhanced

PROGRESS IN 2012

TARGETS

2012 Results in Bold
1.% increase in trade of 1.
goods and services
2.
between & within RECs
2.Freight cost as % of
total import value
3.% of population with
access to motorised roads
4.1.electricity generation
capacity
4.2.% of pop’n with
access to electricity
5.telecom penetration
6.External investment
flows from donors into
Africa infrastructure(US$)

1.2010: trade
between &
within RECs =10%
2.2010: 10 to25 %
3.2010: 34%
4.1.2007: 117.5
GW
4.2.2008: 34%
.2008: 6% of
population
6.2010: US$55
billion/yr. in
external finance
for infrastructure

1.2020: 20%

1. a 2010: 31%

1.a 2012: 50%;
2015: 75%

1.a IPPF liaison with
project sponsors

1.b % of projects
integrating & monitoring
cross-cutting issues

1.b. 2010: 40 % of
projects

1.b 2011: 95%
2012 onward:
over 95%

1.b. IPPF data base

1.c Implementation
finance leveraged each
year for projects
supported by IPPF

1.c $US1.17
billion since
2004/05 (for 5
projects)

1.c 2011: 0.5bn
2012: $1.0 bn
2013: $1.5 bn
2014: $2.0 bn
2015: $2.5 bn

1.c Project sponsors/
developers & IPPF
annual reports

2.2020: 5.5%
3.2020: 50%
4.1.2020:
300GW
4.2.2020: 7080%
5.2020: 60%
6. 2020: US$ 80
billion/yr. on
average

1.AICD reports and
PIDA reports
2 -5. Government,
AfDB, AU, RECs,
UNCTAD/IEA statistical
bulletin reports

Risks:
-Country policies not conducive to creating
and enhancing regional infrastructure.
-Appetite of investors not as high as
currently expected
Mitigating Measures:
-Working with AUC and AfDB to build
consensus on integration policy
-Working with AUC and AfDB to heighten
investor interest

Three IPPF grants have
led to implemented
projects: Eassy (2005)
East Africa Backbone
(2006); Gambia River
Basin Org Electricity
(2006). Related ICT &
electricity service
improvements,
coverage & cost
reductions have not
been calculated as of
2012 but results should
be available by 2014.

Outcomes
1. Increased no.
of economically
environment-ally,
socially, genderresponsive
regional
infrastructure
projects prepared
and implemented

1.a % of IPPF-prepared
projects that reach
financial close by yearend
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Risks for all OUTCOMES:
-Insufficient IPPF financial resources to
expand operations.
-IPPF lacks adequate staff or systems in
place to deliver.
-Shortage of follow-on investment by
donors and financiers and donors.
-Insufficient co-financing for project
preparation.
-Lack of political commitment.
-Key partners do not engage in Tunnel of
Funds.
-Insufficient funds from other sources for
project preparation.
-Inadequate capacity of implementing
partners.

1.a 58% of investmentready projects
prepared with IPPF
support have reached
financial close (14 out
of 24 completed
projects);

1.b 100% for
environment, very low
for gender
1.c US $6.15 billion in
implementation cofinancing leveraged,
unchanged from 2011

RESULTS CHAIN
2. Increased
funding available
for preparation of
bankable regional
infrastructure
projects.

3. Improved
interaction
between
stakeholders for
preparation of
regional
infrastructure
projects.
4. Improved IPPF
efficiency.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
INDICATORS
BASELINE
2. a Funding mobilised in
2.a $45.1 m.
the year from existing
2004-11
and new IPPF donors for
preparation of bankable
regional infrastructure
projects.

2. b Funding mobilised by
IPPF in the year for cofinancing project
preparation

2.b US$ 9.5 m in
2010

3. Number of co-financed
projects

3. 17 projects
from 2004 to
2010

4.a % of stakeholders
satisfied with IPPF
contribution to projects
preparation
4.b Ratio of IPPF
operational costs to total
disbursements.
4.c Average Time
required for projects to
be fully disbursed from
date of signature
4.d % of Project
Completion Reports-PCRs
or Activity Completion
Sheets (ACS) completed
12 months after projects
reach 80% disbursement
or project end date

TARGETS
2.a $190 m
2012-2015

2. b
2011: US$ 10 m
2012: US$ 13 m
2013: US$14 m
2014: US$ 16m
2015: US$ 18m
3. 40 projects
from 2011 to
2015

4.a 70% in 2010

4.a 80% in 2012
95% in 2015

4.b 2010: 49%

4.b 40% -2012:
30% in 2014
20% in 2015

4.c 2010: 2.5
years

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

RISKS/MITIGATION MEASURES

2. IPPF financial reports

Mitigating Measures for ALL OUTCOMES:
-IPPF achieves demonstrable improvement
in efficiency/effectiveness
-Increase of human resources through
secondees or TA, enhanced IPPF flexibility
provided by small grants facility,
framework contract.

PROGRESS IN 2012

2.a
2011: $6.947 m
2012: $14.718 m +
$32.5 m announced
but not yet pledged
TOTAL = $53 million

2.b
2011: $3.894 m
2012: $13.560 m
TOTAL = $17.5 million
3. IPPF Annual Report

4.a 2010 Independent
revue survey and
Annual survey of
stakeholder views
4.b to 4.d IPPF Annual
Report

4.c 2yrs in 2012
2yrs in 2013
20mths in 2014
20mths in 2015

4.d 2010: 30%

- Building closer links with key funding
partners (e.g. WB & EIB) and project
sponsors.
Increasing IPPF’s limit on individual grants
to obviate the need for co-financing.
-Working with the AUC and AfDB to build
consensus and to exert peer pressure on
country governments.
-continuing to work with ICA and EU-ITF to
build a consensus and demonstrate the
mutual benefits of fuller coordination
-active adoption of the Tunnel of Funds
framework
-assessing, during the screening of a grant
request, the capacity of the implementing
organisations to support the project, and
provide suitable capacity building
components in the grant where
appropriate, or where necessary provide
direct support to address key bottlenecks
via Task Mgrs.

3.
2011: 3 projects
2012: 6 projects
TOTAL : 9 projects

4.a 2012: updated
stakeholder to be
completed early 2013
4.b 2011: 16%
2012: 30.5%, admin
costs as % of
disbursements ($1.22
m/$4.0 m)
4.c 2011: 2.5 years
2012: 2.5 yrs.
4.d 2011: 16 ACSs
completed;
2012: 86%, 25 of 29
Completed projects
have ACSs

4.d 75% in
2012: Not less
than 85% from
2013
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RESULTS CHAIN
INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
BASELINE

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

RISKS/MITIGATION MEASURES

Outputs
Outputs for
Outcome 1:
1.1 Supported
projects reach
financial close.

1.1 % of completed IPPF
projects that reach
financial close

1.1 2010: 56%

1.1 75% in 2015

1.2 Improve
Project Processing
Speed.

1.2 % of IPPF funded
projects completed in 18
months after the Grants
Agreements signatures.

1.2 30% in 2010

1.2 90% from
2012

1.3 % of active IPPFSupported Activities
including “cross-cutting
issues” according to
AfDB’s integrated ESIA
assessment guidelines
Oct 2003.

1.3 40% in 2010

1.4 Projects agreed by
AU/NPCA.

1.4 No agreed
working
arrangement

1.3 Cross-cutting
issues (Inc.
gender and
environment)
appropriately
addressed in each
stage of IPPF
work.
1.4 Prioritize
regional
infrastructure
projects to be
supported by IPPF

Outputs for
Outcome 2:
2.1 Funding for
IPPF from new
and existing
contributors
increased.
2.2 Additional
funding from
other facilities or
co-financiers for
infrastructure
project prep’n

2.1 Amount of new
contributions to IPPF
funding in the year.

2.2 Cumulative amount of
additional funding from
other sources in the year
for regional infrastructure
project preparation.

1.3 95% in 2011
Not less than
95% from 2012
onward

1.1 IPPF
involvement
with project
sponsors/
developers.
1.2 IPPF
liaison with
Executive
Agency/proje
ct sponsors/
developers
1.3 IPPF grant
monitoring

2.1 $2.7 m. in
2010

2.2 2010 : US$
200 million
(DBSA+ ITF)

PROGRESS IN 2012

TARGETS

1.4 2012-15 –
IPPF annual
work plan and
priority projects
agreed with
AU/NPCA prior
to OC approval.

2.1 average of
$40 m by year
from 2012 to
2015

2.2 US$ 500
million by 2015

1.4 PIDA
reports and
IPPF/NPCA
confirm
arrangements
.

2.1 IPPF
Financial
reports and
donors
commitments
2.2 PIDA
Annual report
and AICD
reports.
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Risks:
-Absence of financial interest in ‘old’ IPPF-supported
projects.
-Funding not available for framework contract to
supplement IPPF resources
-Funding not available for ‘Small grant facility’.
-Insufficient capacity in implementing organisations
to benefit from CB.
-PIDA doesn’t adequately address role of IPPF,
AU/NPCA in project prior’n.
Mitigating Measures:
-Avoid further IPPF support, assess lessons learned.
-Make clear case to donors for framework contract
and small grant facility.
-Liaison with AfDB’s capacity building programme,
and close AfDB consultation with other key funding
partners.
-IPPF and AU/NPCA develop suitable post-PIDA
arrangements.

1.1 2011: 66% of
completed investmentready IPPF projects
reached financial close ;
2012: 67% (14 out of
21)
1.2 10 projects
approved before the
SBP, in 2010, are not
yet completed (10 out
of 22 ongoing projects =
45%);
2012: all projects
approved since 2011
are on track to be
completed within 18
mos.
1.3 2012: 100% for
environment, much
lower for gender
1.4 2012: Agreement
reached with AUC and
NPCA for project
prioritization criteria

Risks:
-Change in priorities of existing donors.
- Reluctance of new donors to give priority to IPPF.
Mitigation Measures:
- Intensify efforts to seek new donors.
-Working with AfDB and AUC to emphasise
commitment to regional infrastructure and its
importance for Africa.

2.1 2011: Spain EUR
2m, KfW EUR 3m;
2012: Canada CAD
15m; announced but
not yet pledged: DfID
EUR 15m, KfW EUR 7m.
2.2 2011: $3.894 m
2012: $13.560 m
TOTAL = $17.454 mil
(reflects IPPF co-fin,
not other DBSA, ITF)

RESULTS CHAIN
INDICATORS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
BASELINE

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

RISKS/MITIGATION MEASURES

PROGRESS IN 2012

TARGETS

increased.
Outputs for
Outcome 3:
3.1 Achieve
project prep’n
cycle through
implementation
of Tunnel of
Funds

3.1 No. of IPPF projects
implemented through the
Tunnel of Funds concept

3.2 IPPF’s
capabilities are
more effectively
used by RECs and
selected other
regional bodies.
Outputs for
Outcome 4:
4.1 Better IPPF
use of AfDB
system
4.2 IPPF staff have
clear, explicit
instructions &
efficient systems
to process grants,
mainstream cross
cutting issues.
4.3 Data available
for monitoring
progress against
results framework
4.4 Independent
grant assessmnts.

3.2 % of stakeholders
satisfied with IPPF
contribution to project
prep

4.5 Improved
collab’n with AWF
on transboundary
water resource
project prep’n.

4.4 Completion of PCRs
(ACSs).
4.5 Cumulative no. of
projects co-financed with
AWF.

3.1 2004/2010: 2
projects

3.1 2012-15 –
Concept is
implemented
for all IPPFsupported
projects.

3.2 70% in 2010

3.2 80% from
2012 to 95% in
2015.

4.1 Time taken for
disbursement requests to
be processed

4.1 2010 : 5
weeks

4.1 2011: 4 wks
2012/13: 3 wks
2014/15: 2 wks

4.2 a) Time taken for
processing requests from
preparation mission to
signature.
4.2 b) All data and
reports as foreseen in
Operations Manual are
available and have been
archived and audited as
necessary.

4.2 a) 2010 - 12
months
4.2 b) No
Operations
Manual

4.2 a From 2012
- 3 months
4.2 b From 2012
100% coverage

4.3 Regular reporting of
progress towards the
targets in this Logframe

4.3 No results
have been
reported against
any Logframe up
to end-2010.
4.4 The first two
PCRs to be
completed were
delivered to IPPF
in Nov 2010.
4.5 - 1 in 2010

4.3 Reporting
ag’t Logframe
targets prep’d
for OC mtgs.
4.4 From 2012,
PCRs/ACSs
completed
within 12 mos.
for all grants
that reach 80%
disbursement.
4.5 2 in 2012
3 in 2013
5 in 2014, 2015

3.1 IPPF
monitoring.

3.2 2010
independent
revue survey
and Annual
survey of
stakeholder
views.
4.1
Information
from IPPF
annual
reports.
4.2
Information
from IPPF
annual
reports.
4.3 Progress
and Annual
Reports from
IPPF
4.4 Annual
Reports from
IPPF.
4.5 IPPF grant
monitoring
and annual
reports
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Risks:-Lack of interest in coordination through
Tunnel of Funds.
-Insufficient $$ resources for IPPF.
-Co-financing not cost-effective, or insufficient to
meet IPPF needs.
-Insufficient capacity of EAs to coordinate & manage
co-financing.
Mitigating Measures:
-Work with ICA and active participants in Tunnel of
Funds to build consensus on coordination.
-IPPF achieves demonstrably improved
efficiency/effectiveness.
-IPPF increases maximum limit on individual grants;
IPPF support to EA.

Risks:
-Insufficient $$ resources provided by AfDB or
procedures & processes impede IPPF operating as
fast track facility; AfDB unable to provide quantity
and staff skills mix required.
-Time overruns due to weak recipient institutional
capacity.
- AWF’s effectiveness declines or AWF is wound up.
Mitigation Measures:-Ensure IPPF is effective instrument to implement
AfDB’s flagship PIDA.
-Adequate training of IPPF staff in AfDB procedures
and processes.
-Continued efforts by IPPF mgmt. to identify costeffective process
- Donors consider secondments etc. to fill key gaps.
-Capacity building in recipient institutions
supplemented by IPPF direct assistance or through
framework contract
-IPPF investigates options for work in trans-boundary
water sector.

3.1 5 projects are using
the Tunnel of Funds:
2011-1 Ruzizi III,
2012-4 Roads-RailsBridge DRC-Congo
2012-6 ZIZABONA
2012-7 Mtwara Devt
2012-8 San Pedro Ph II.
3.2 2012: Independent
Stakeholder Survey
due to be completed
April 2013

4.1 4 weeks
4.2 a) 8 months
4.2 b) 2012: some, not
all
4.3 2012: Gradually
improving as tracking
systems are developed
and kept up-to-date
4.4 2012: 25 PCRs
completed now (on 29
finished projects) - 86%
coverage (up from 16 in
2011)
4.5 1 project in 2012 Baro-Akobo-Sobat
(BAS) Water
Development

ANNEX D. STATUS OF NEPAD-IPPF COMPLETED AND ONGOING PROJECTS, 31 DECEMBER 2012
** signifies project has a ACS

N°

REC

SECTOR

PROJECT TITLE

COMMITTED
AND FULLY
DISBURSED
(US$)

DATE OF
APPROVAL

OBJECTIVES

LEVERAGE
ACHIEVED
(million US$)

STATUS

COMPLETED PROJECTS
To support the Governments of Benin, Togo, and Ghana through
their power utilities to update the feasibility study and detailed design
of the Benin-Togo-Ghana Electricity Interconnection project, and the
development of a detailed Environmental Impact Assessment for the
project.

Oct. 2004

$

60

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

100

Phase 4
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

2004-1

ECOWAS

Energy

Ghana-Togo-Benin
Electricity
Interconnection

2004-2

EAC

Energy

Kenya-Uganda Oil
Pipeline

To support the Governments of Uganda and Kenya in engaging a
private sector Strategic Partner for the development and
management of the Kenya-Uganda Oil Pipeline.

Nov. 2004

$

454,443

2004-3

EAC

Energy

Zambia-TanzaniaKenya Electricity
Interconnection

To support the Governments of Zambia, Tanzania and Kenya in
engaging a Transaction Advisor to increase private sector
participation and reach financial and legal close.

Dec. 2004

$

500,000

Phase 4
Completed; yet to
reach financial close **

Dec. 2004

$

500,000

Phase 3
Completed; Cross
Connect Technology &
Huwaei have mandate
to implement; National
Telecom Operators
NTOs have been
informed **

500,000

2004-4

COMESA

ICT

COMTEL

To complete outstanding project development work: updating the
feasibility study, undertaking due diligence with respect to the review
of financial, technical and legal aspects of the project, and preparing
a Project Information Memorandum (PIM) for presentation to public
and private investors.

2005-1

EAC

ICT

East African
Submarine Cable
System (EASSy)

To assist in the transaction analysis phase of the project as well as
update the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) to
enable the project to reach financial closure and physical
implementation.

Aug, 2005

$

499,372

263

Phase 4
Completed;
implemented **
co-financing

2006-1

ECOWAS

Energy

Gambia River Basin
Organization
(OMVG) Electricity

To support a Transaction analysis for Private Sector Participation in
development and operation of energy systems in OMVG.

Mar. 2006

$

500,000

263

Phase 4
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

2006-2

ECOWAS

Transport

OMVG Gambia
River Bridge

To update an earlier study on the Gambia River Bridge, including
analysis of the economic viability of the project and preparation of an
ESIA to facilitate resource mobilization for investment and
implementation.

Sept.2006

$

300,000

105

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

2006-3

EAC

Energy

Ethiopia -Kenya
Power
Interconnection
Phase I

To undertake feasibility study to investigate the technical feasibility
and economic viability of the project, and prepare detailed ESIA
studies for the inter-connector.

Oct. 2006

$

500,000

1250

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing
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2006-4

2006-5

2007-1

2007-2

SADC

ECOWAS

SADC

EAC

Transport

Kazangula Bridge
Phase I

To prepare the economic feasibility, detailed engineering design and
tender documents for the Kazungula Bridge over the Zambezi River
and other key infrastructure facilities along the SADC north-south
corridor within Botswana and Zambia.

Dec. 2006

$

500,000

260

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation
co-financing

Energy

Ghana-Burkina
Faso Power
Interconnection

To support the Governments of Ghana and Burkina Faso and their
power utilities to (i) update the feasibility study and carry out detailed
engineering designs; (ii) conduct a preliminary Line route survey for
225 kV transmission; (iii) conduct an Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment, and (iv) prepare Tender Documents.

Dec. 2006

$

1.476.110

100

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

ICT

SATA Backhaul
Links Study

To confirm the technical feasibility as well as the financial, economic
and environmental viability of all the identified missing links of the
SATA Backhaul Links project and of the overall system, in order to (i)
complete the SADC Region Information Infrastructure (SRII) and (ii)
link SRII to EASSy. The study will also investigate various financing
and management options.

April. 2007

$

404,657

Transport

Issaka-KigaliBujumbura
Railways Project

To determine the optimum solution for the operation of a railway line
between Issaka in Tanzania and Kigali (Rwanda) and Bujumbura
(Burundi) as part of the “Central Transport Corridor” with a view to
opening up Rwanda and Burundi. It will strongly focus on private
sector participation at the implementation stage.

May. 2007

$

1,527,199

May. 2007

$

413,452

Phase 3
Completed; yet to
reach financial close;
$98 m needed for
implementation

Phase 3
Completed; yet to
reach financial close

2007-3

ECOWAS

ICT

ECOWAN

To improve the connectivity between ECOWAS offices and affiliated
organizations, thereby contributing to the integration of the ECOWAS
region by providing a robust platform for regional information
systems. The objective of the Preparatory Activities is to prepare the
feasibility study, environmental and social management plan and
tender documents for the ECOWAN project.

2007-4

ECCAS

Energy

Central Africa
Cross Border
Electrification

To prepare the economic feasibility, detail engineering design and
tender documents for the 5 cross border projects selected under the
program.

Sept. 2007

$

554,000

2008-2

SADC

Energy

Kariba North Bank
Hydropower
Generation Projects

To engage consulting/advisory services to facilitate investment in the
construction of the 360MW Kariba North Bank Extension power
station.

May. 2008

$

600,000

2008-3

COMESA

CB

EAPP Regional
Power Master Plan
& Capacity Building
Program

To provide the technical and analytical basis for investments in
generation, and transmissions projects and enhance EAPP staff
skills.

May. 2008

$

2008-4

AUC

Transport

To prepare a pre-feasibility study of the missing links along the
corridors.

May. 2008

$

582,010

2008-5

EAC

Transport

To finalize Feasibility Studies to rehabilitate the Bujumbura-RuhwaNtendezi-Gisenyi Road link on the North and South Transport
Corridors of the two countries.

May. 2008

$

746,019

Dakar-N’djamenaDjibouti Transport
Corridor
Multinational
Burundi-Rwanda;
Bujumbura-RuhwaNtendezi-Gisenyi
Road

30

Phase 3
Completed; yet to
reach financial close; at
Annual Terrestrial &
Submarine Network
event in Mozambique,
18-20 Dec, milestones
reviewed**
Phase 2
Completed; in detailed
design stage **

430

Phase 5
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing
Phase 1
Completed**; no
downstream financing
needed

987,001

Phase 2
Completed; doesn't
need financing **

464

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
m co-financing

May. 2008

$

462,765

$
462,765363;9

Phase 4
Completed; in
implementation **
m co-financing

Preparatory Activities will support EAC in engaging a consulting firm
to undertake the detailed pre-investment analysis, and environmental
and social management plan and prepare tender documents for the
EAC-BIN project.

June-08

$

419,847

260

Phase 5
Completed;
implemented **
m co-financing

Maritime
Communications
Safety on Lake
Victoria

To facilitate efficient and affordable communications for the Lake
Victoria Basin, covering parts of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.

Oct. 2008

$

478,289

10

Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

Transport

Djibouti-Libreville
Transport Corridor
Missing Links

To prepare a pre-feasibility study of the missing links along the
corridor.

Oct. 2008

$

999,900

EAC

Energy

Ethiopia GIBE III
ETFA

To undertake an Economic, Financial and Technical Assessment
(EFTA) that would define the bankability of the project and a PPP
implementation plan.

Dec. 2008

$

300,808

2009-1

EAC

Energy

Dar as SalaamTango-Mombasa
Natural Gas Pipeline

To undertake a feasibility study for a proposed natural gas pipeline
from Dar es Salaam to Tango (Tanzania) and Mombasa (Kenya).

23-janv.-2009

$

549,340

Phase 3
Completed; yet to
reach financial close **

2009-2

EAC

CB

EAPP Electricity
Master Plan

Capacity Building for RECs and other agencies.

1-oct.-2009

$

668,863

Phase 1
Completed; no
downstream financing
needed **

2009-3

NPCA

CB

Sécrétariat pour le
volet environnement
du NEPAD
(SINEPAD)

To finance an institutional study of SINEPAD/Env

12-oct.-2009

$

78,463

Phase 1
Completed; no
downstream financing
needed **

2009-4

UMA

ICT

ICT Interconnection
Feasibility Study

To prepare a detailed Feasibility Study.

1-nov.-2009

$

387,431

2009-5

UMA

CB

ICT Sector Policy
Harmonization

To strengthen UMA capacity for ICT sector policy development and
harmonization.

1-nov.-2009

$

341,996

2010-1

SADC

Transport

Kazangula Bridge
Phase II:
Geotechnical
Engineering Survey

To undertake detailed geotechnical investigation at the bridge site

10-mai-2010

$

401,888

2008-6

SADC

Energy

Ithezi-Thezi
Hydropower
Generation

2008-7

EAC

ICT

East Africa ICT
Backbones

2008-8

EAC

ICT

2008-9

AUC

2008-10

To engage consulting/advisory services leading to securing
investment for the construction of the 120 MW Ithezi-Thezi
Hydropower Station.

Totals for Completed Projects

$

31

16,633.853

Phase 2
Completed; no
financing needed **

2220

Phase 4
Completed; in
implementation **
co-financing

Phase 3
Completed; each UMA
country secured
financing **
Phase 1
Completed; no
downstream financing
needed **
Phase 3
Completed; in
implementation **

6148,9

29 projects
completed, 25 ACSs
Est. $6.2 billion in
co-financing for
implementation

ONGOING PROJECTS
N°

2006-6

REC

ECOWAS

SECTOR

PROJECT TITLE

DATE OF
APPROVAL

OBJECTIVES

COMMITTED
(US$)

DISBURSED
US$)

STATUS

Transport

Rosso Bridge
(SenegalMauritania)

To prepare the economic feasibility, detailed engineering design and
tender documents for the Rosso Bridge over the Senegal River
between the two countries.

Dec. 2006

$

425,434

$

250,000

The downstream project will stimulate economic growth, socioeconomic development and contribute to building efficient regional
transport system to facilitate access to reliable transport and port
services to landlocked countries especially Mali and those parts of
Guinea and Liberia best served by the San Pedro.

April. 2008

$

1,873,000

$

1,647,727

Phase 3-4 ; 3 months
Cancellation notice
sent in Oct 2012
Balance to be decommitted in 2013

2008-1

ECOWAS

Transport

Port of San Pedro
and Associated
Infrastructure
Phase I

2008-11

SADC

CB

SADC Road Sector
Harmonization of
Standards

To develop Guidelines for recycling and harmonized manuals for
laboratory and field testing of materials for upgrading and
rehabilitation of roads in SADC.

31-janv.-2008

$

-

$

-

2008-12

ECCAS

Energy

Inga-CabindaPointe Noire Power
Translation

To prepare the feasibility study and tender documents for the power
interconnection between DRC, Angola and Congo

12-mai-2008

$

500,000

$

119,335

2008-13

ECCAS

ICT

Central Africa ICT
Backbone

Preparatory activities will support the engagement of
consulting/advisory services leading to securing investment for the
construction of the Central Africa backbone.

Oct. 2008

$

587,464

$

588,760

2009-6

ECCAS

CB

Framework for
Management of
Water Resources in
Central Africa

To contribute to improved socio-economic conditions in Central Africa
through implementing the Framework, ensuring better management
of water resources.

30-août-2009

$

690,000

$

283,360

2010-2

AUC

CB

PIDA Sector
Studies

To support AU in the preparation of PIDA and the Action Plan

1-oct-2010

$

2,000,000

$

1,802,811

2010-3

SADC

Transport

Nacala Road
Corridor:
Mozambique,
Malawi, Zambia

To prepare the Feasibility Study for upgrading the Corridor. Now
changed to focus on one-stop border crossing.

16-févr.-2010

$

361,229

$

0

2010-4

SADC

Water

Songwe River
Basin Development

To prepare the detailed Feasibility Study

24-avr.-2010

$

1,652,929

$

167,287

Phase 3
Ongoing

2010-5

ECCAS

Transport

Support to
ECCAS/PDCT-AC

Support for the follow-up of the Central Africa Transport Master Plan
(PDCT-AC) - feasibility studies for 5 transport projects and
organization of a donors' conference

15-mai-2010

$

1,098,000

$

578,011

Phase 3
Ongoing

To prepare the Feasibility Study, detailed design, bidding documents,
and engage a Transaction Advisor.

18-mai-2010

$

579,368

$

To complete the detailed design and prepare Tender documents.

18-mai-2010

$

1,000,000

$

2010-6

EAC

Energy

Kampala-KigaliBujumbura Oil
Pipeline

2010-7

IGAD

Energy

Ethiopia-Kenya
Power
Interconnection II
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0

650,000

Phase 3-4
Ongoing; in detailed
design stage
Phase 1
CANCELLED in 2011
$331,050
de-committed
3 months Cancellation
notice sent in Nov
2012 $380,000
de-committed in 2013
Phase 4
Ongoing
Overbudget, to be
reimbursed by the
recipient
Phase 1
Ongoing; delayed due
to procurement &
capacity issues
Ongoing; no
downstream financing
needed
Phase 3
Ongoing; partially
cancelled in 2011,
budget reduced from
$1,570,000

Phase 3-4-5
; 3 months
Cancellation notice
sent in Sept 2012;
$579,368 to be
demmitted in 2013
Phase 5
Now complete; to be
closed soon

2010-8

ECOWAS

multi

Fonds de
Developpement
CEDEAO des
Transports et de
l'Energie (FODETE)

2010-9

EAC

Transport

Strengthening
Operational
Capacity of Central
Corridor TTFA

To engage consultants for the development and preparation of
strategic business plans and strengthening the operational capacity
of Central Corridor Transit Transportation Facilitation Agency (TTFA).

22-déc.-2010

$

499,735

$

0

2011-1

EAC

Energy

Ruzizi III Regional
Hydro

To identify a private investor and project developer and move project
forward to financial close and implementation.

29-mars-2011

$

1,416,980

$

1,416,823

2011-2

ECCAS

Transport

Doussala-DolisieBrazzaville Intercapital links;
LibrevilleBrazzaville

To prepare the technical studies, detailed design and bidding
documents

20-avr.-2011

$

1,458,660

$

397,404

2011-3

COMESA
& SADC

Water

Shire Zambezi
Water Project

To increase knowledge of the Shire and Zambezi Rivers to explore
the feasibility of reopening the waterway for transportation. Project
involves a Feasibility Study and preparation of an Investment Plan.

25-mai-2011

$

1,553,778

$

0

Phase 3
Ongoing

2011-4

CEDEAO

CB

Technical Assistance, institutional strengthening, project coordination
support de l'Autorité de développement intégré de la région du
Liptako Gourma (ALG)

29-déc.-2011

$

108,000

$

0

Phase 1
Ongoing

2012-1

SADC

CB

To finance a donor round-table on infrastructure financing in Angola

22-févr.-2012

$

104,000

$

0

Phase 5
Ongoing

2012-2

IGAD /
NBI

Water

Baro-Akobo-Sobat
(BAS) Water
Resource Devt

To identify and prepare potential investment projects in one or more
areas: water supply & sanitation, irrigated agriculture, hydropower,
navigation, flood control, water security through multi-purpose
reservoirs, and sustainable management of wetlands.

29-févr.-2012

$

667,000

$

0

Phase 5
Ongoing

2012-3

PEAC

Energy

(PPET-2) Projet
d'interconnexion
Transfrontalière de
l'Afrique Centrale II

Mener les études de Faisabilité, d'avant-projet détaillées (APD) et
préparer les documents d'Appel d'Offres (DAO) pour alimentation à
moindre coût dans deux zones transfrontalières entre les pays de
l'Afrique centrale

22-mars-2012

$

704,000

$

0

Phase 3
Ongoing

2012-4

ECCAS

Transport

Road-Rails Bridge
DRC-Congo

To design a rail-road bridge and rail extension (Kinshasa-Ilebo
Railway) to support increased trade across the Congo River, between
the cities of Kinshasa and Brazzaville.

25-avr.-2012

$

1,070,000

$

0

Phase 3
Ongoing

2012-5

EAC

Transport

EAC Railway Sector
Enhancement

To carry out a pre-feasibility study along the identified network and
develop an investment plan for presentation to potential investors.

29-juin-2012

$

1,232,000

$

0

Ongoing

2012-6

SADC

Energy

ZIZABONA Power
Interconnection

Feasibility Study of increasing trade in energy among Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Namibia,Botswana, how to structure power arrangements.

Dec. 2012

$

1,995,000

$

0

Ongoing

2012-7

SADC

Transport

Mtwara Devt
Corridor Study

To study the feasibility of expanding Mtwara port to give sea access
to Zambia, northern Malawi and northeastern Mozambique

Dec. 2012

$

1,837,000

$

0

Ongoing

2012-8

ECOWAS

Transport

San Pedro Port
Extension Phase II

Detailed study of the expansion of San Pedro Port, Côte d’Ivoire, to
give sea access to landlocked Mali, Burkina Faso &eastern Liberia.

Dec. 2012

$

2,000,000

$

0

Ongoing

$

26,313,478

$

8,219,629

Réunion des
bailleurs de fonds
de l'ALG (MaliNiger-Burkina)
Investment Conf.
on Infrastructure
for Angola

Examiner la faisabilité économique, financière et politique de la
création et la mise en place du Fonds de Développement et de
Financement des infrastructures et services connexes dans les
secteurs des Transports et de l’Énergie de la CEDEAO (FODETECEDEAO), puis définir les modalités de fonctionnement du Fonds.

28-août-2010

$

900,000

$

318,110

Phase 3
Ongoing

Phase 1
Ongoing

Totals for Ongoing Projects

TOTALS FOR ALL PROJECTS

$

42,947,331

Phase 5
Ongoing, closing soon
Phase 3-4
Ongoing

22 Ongoing projects

$ 24,853,482

Project Phases : Phase 1: Enabling Environment; Phase 2: Project Definition; Phase3: Project Feasibility; Phase 4: Project Structuring; Phase 5: Project Transactions
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ANNEX E: 2013 IPPF WORKPLAN AND BUDGET
SBP Outcomes (2011-15)
1-Increased no. of
regional infrastructure
projects prepared and
implemented

2-Increased funding
available for bankable
regional infrastructure
projects

3-Improved interaction
among stakeholders in
preparation of regional
infrastructure projects

4-Improved IPPF
efficiency

28 NOVEMBER 2012

Workplan Activities/Outputs
Improve portfolio management, tracking of project status & portfolio cleaning
Approve 5 projects from 2012 pipeline and at least 15 new 2013 pipeline
projects @ ave. $3 m, totalling 20 projects with commitments of approx. $50 m
Increase the rate of disbursements; reach cumulative disbursements of $35 m
(a $10 m increase)
Complete the preparation of 10 additional projects
Bring 5 projects to financial close

Conduct 3 targeted outreach missions to Algeria, Botswana, Egypt, Namibia,
South Africa, EU & report on results
Develop a medium-to-long-term Resource Mobilization Strategy (draft June
2013)
Increase funding mobilized for IPPF project preparation by $50m
Mobilize $15 m in additional co-financing for project preparation, through the
Tunnel of Funds concept
Make the IPPF Website fully operational, include project eligibility criteria (June
1013)
Finalize a new Communications Strategy and begin implementation (draft June
2013)
Prepare brochures to better inform stakeholders about the aims and
achievements of IPPF (by June 2013)
Conduct at least three programming missions to RECs and specialized
institutions
Increase the total number of co-financed IPPF projects since 2011 to 15
(i.e. increase the total by 5)
Complete the IPPF management structure with an additional Task Manager
Complete an updated independent Stakeholder Survey (March 2013)
Operationalize the Framework Consultancy and program at least $1.0 m

Budget 2013

Budget 2012

$50 M in
Commitments
(20 grants@
$2.5M)

$9.609 M in
Commitments
(8 grants @
$1.2M)

$50 million
in Admin
Budget

$9.609 million
in Admin
Budget

in Admin
Budget

in Admin
Budget

In Adm budget
$1 million

$0.

Complete outstanding Project Completion Reports (PCRs) (4 new PCRs by June
2013)
Continue to train staff in SAP, procurement rules, project management, as
needed
Increase supervision and monitoring of ongoing projects
Increase project coverage of gender & environmental issues to 100%
Prepare 2012 Annual Report (May 2013), MYR and Management Report for
Meetings, 2012 Annual Audit (April 2013)

Administration

Total Budget

a-Confirm new management structure with 6 AfDB staff provided
by Bank – 1 Coordinator, 4 prof. staff, 1 support staff, 1 full-time
secondee and 25% of a secondee
b-provide travel and other support to secondees
c-recruit consultants (incl. for website)
d-complete 2012 Annual Report by June 2013
e-prepare updates for June & Nov. OC Meetings
f-prepare Quarterly Financial Reports
g-complete 2012 Annual Financial Audit

in Admin
Budget
,,

in Admin
Budget
,,

$1.0 million

$0.0 million

- in admin
budget
-in admin
budget

In Admin
Budget

$1.5 million
$52.5 million

$1.22 million
$10.83 million
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ANNEX F:
N°

2013 NEPAD-IPPF INDICATIVE LIST OF PROJECTS FOR GRANTS

REC

OBJECTIVES

PIDA OR RI
PRIORITY

Navisat Project

Ce projet est la composante hard du projet N° 1
du PAP Transports "Espace aérien africain", qui
consiste à mettre en œuvre un système de
navigation
aérienne satellitaire
unique

Part of the Single
African Sky Phase
1 (Design and Initial
Implementation)PIDA PAP 02

North Kivu 220 KV
Transmission Line

To ensure that power supplied by Ruzizi III
reaches the North Kivu region of DR Congo.
IPPF will fund feasibility study, ESIA, and
recommend an institutional framework, prepare
tendering documents for the 300 km 220 KV
transmission line from Goma to Benin in DR
Congo.

SECTOR/PHASE

PROJECT TITLE

TECHNICAL
SCORE

IPPF GRANT
REQUEST (USD)

PROSPECTIVE
CO-FINANCING

TOTAL
BUDGET/
STATUS

2013 PIPELINE PROJECTS

2013-1

2013-2

COMESA

COMESA

Tr

Energy

1) Réhabiliter et moderniser les lignes
ferroviaires existantes: Abidjan-Ougadougou et
Cotonou-Parakou; 2) Interconnecter les réseaux
ferroviares existants SITARAIL et OCBN; 3)
Mettre en place une exploitation ferroviaire
modern devant assurer la rentabilité des
entreprises ferroviaires. Réaliser les études
nécessaires devant aboutir à un montage PPP
pour l’exploitation du corridor ferroviaire
Abidjan-Niamey-Cotonou.
Renforcer la coopération et l’intégration
régionale des pays membres de OMVG dans le
secteur de l’énergie (particulièrement dans le
sous-secteur de l’électricité). Études de préinvestissement des aménagements
hydroélectriques de Digan, Fello-Sounga et
Kaléta et leur raccordement au réseau de
transport 225 kV de l’OMVG.

1500000

Gvt Egypt

2500000

1868500

Great Lakes
Energy

1968500

PIDA PAP TR15
and TR16

2000000

EU/WAEMU

2617650

Project
Sambagalou, PIDA
PAP EN07

2000000

OMVG

21227659

81/100

2013-3

ECOWAS/U
EMOA

Transport
Phase 2

Cotonou-NiameyOugadougou-Abidjan Railway

2013-4

CEDEAO/O
MVG

Energy

OMVG Energy

2013-5

ECCAS

Energy

Appui Conseil RDC –
Developpement de Inga-3

Apporter un appui conseil au Gouvernement de
la RDC en vue de la sélection d’un développeur
et de la mise en place d’une Société de Projet
(SPV) pour la réalisation du projet Inga-3

80/100

2000000

FSF-ADF
(6166535) RDC

8223235

North-South Corridor Roads
Rehabilitation

Project involves the rehabilitation of nine road
links along the North-South Corridor Aid for
Trade Road Network, to bring them up to
standard to facilitate the movement of goods
and people across borders along eight countries
in the region. IPPF would support preparation of
NSC projects to a bankability stage, including
detailed design, EIAs and preparation of bidding
documents.

82/100

4500000

PPIU/TMSA

4955515

2013-6

TripartiteCOMESAEA
C SADC

Transport
Phase 2
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2013-7

2013-8

2013-9

IGAD

COMESA

ECOWAS/U
EMOA

Transport

Transport
Phase 2

Transport
Phase 2

Kampala-Juba-Addis AbabaDjibouti Road Corridor

Construction of this 270 km road would provide
the missing link in the Kampala-Juba-Addis
Ababa-Djibouti Corridor and would open the
IGAD region to trade and economic activity.
IPPF would support feasibility studies, ESIA,
detailed design and tender documentation.

Development of the Lake
Tanganyika Transport
Corridor

To identify specific physical projects for
rehabilitation and modernization of Mpulungu
Port (Zambia) and Bujumbura Port (Burundi),
analyze its technical and economic viability,
assess the environmental and social impact,
and prepare detailed engineering design and
tender documents for implementation

Part of North-South
Multi-modal
Corridor PIDA PAP
TR06

Abidjan-BamakoOugadougou Road Corridor

Améliorer le niveau de service des routes
d’accès du Burkina Faso et du Mali, aux ports
ivoiriens d’Abidjan et de San Pedro; développer
les échanges intra-régionaux et avec l’extérieur,
faciliter l’accès des pays enclaves aux ports
d’Abidjan et de San Pedro. Réalisation des
études techniques pour la réhabilitation de trois
routes d’accès.

82/100

3700000

IGAD-AfT

4057060

78/100

2640000

GoB & GoZ

2780000

PIDA PAP TR15

3500000

WAEMU

4750000

PIDA PAP TR15

6500000

WAEMU

19200000

6065000

WAPP

6922572

2013-10

ECOWAS/U
EMOA

Transport

Yamoussoukro-AbidjanOugadougou Highway

Développer les échanges intra-régionaux et
avec l’extérieur, faciliter l’accès des pays
enclaves aux ports d’Abidjan et de San Pedro,
pour l’exportation des productions et
l’importation de biens de consommation. 1)
Réalisation des études de faisabilité technique,
économique, environnementale et sociale, de
mise en concession du tronçon
Ferkéssedougou-frontière Burkina Faso 2)
études complémentaires l’autoroute
Yamoussoukro.-Ougadougou.

2013-11

ECOWASW
APP

Energy
Phase 2

ECOWAS North Core

To transport energy generated from Northern
Nigeria and Burkina Faso with T-offsets to Niger
and Benin (900 km transmission line).

Transport

Northern Corridor Pilot PPP
Road Upgrading &
Maintenance

To improve transportation services along the
corridor by reducing travel time, increasing
vehicle capacity, reducing border crossing time
and introducing smart corridor systems. IPPF
would support feasibility studies of use of tolls
along sections, and smart corridor systems.

PIDA PAP TR05

Awaiting
further info

4000000

TBD

4000000

A regional project on fiber optic interconnection
between member countries. IPPF would support
feasibility studies, EIAS, detailed design,
structuring, tender documents and assessment
of ICT policy and regulatory frameworks.

PIDA PAP ICT02

73 out of 100

1500000

TBD

1500000

Reinforcement of the existing 307 km 330KV
line between the southern regions of Nigeria
and Benin.

PIDA PAP EN08

77 out of 100

3595000

$111,000

3706000

2013-12

EAC

2013-13

IGAD

ICT

Horn of Africa Backbone
(HAB)

2013-14

ECOWAS

Energy

Benin-Nigeria
Interconnection

75/100
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2013-15

ECCAS

Transport

Liaison Routière KribiCampo-Bata

One of the components involves terrestrial
access from the land-locked countries to the
port and is expected to increase port capacity
and trade among four countries.

Part of Central
African Inter-Capital
Connectivity, PIDA
PAP TR21

84 out of 100

1500000

$800,000
Cameroun/
RGE

2300000

2013-16

ECCAS

Transport

Pont sur la Rivière Oubangui

Étude pour la construction du Pont sur la Rivière
Oubangui entre Bangui et Zongo et
l'aménagement de la route Zongo-KisanganiBukavu-Kavimvira

Part of Central
African Inter-Capital
Connectivity, PIDA
PAP TR21

82 out of 100

3500000

$2,400,000
Gov’ts RCA &
DRC & CEEAC

5900000

2013-17

ECOWAS

Route Bououni-ManankoroFrontière Cöte d'Ivoire

Études des travaux de bitumage de la route
Bougouni Manankoroni (Mali)- Frontière Cöte
d’Ivoire

Part of West Africa
Hub Port and Rail
Programme, PIDA
PAP TR 16

72 out of 100

778778

Gov’t Mali
(TBC)

778778

2013-18

EAC/TTCANC

Transport

Climbing Lanes from
Mombasa to Malabar

Development of regional transport infrastructure
to improvement the movement of cargo along
the corridor. IPPF would support pre-feasibility
and feasibility studies, detailed design and
structuring,

PIDA PAP TR05

72 out of 100

2000000

TBD

2000000

2013-19

SADC
(SAPP)

Energy

Central Transmission
Corridor

To strengthen Central Transmission Corridor of
SAPP in Zimbabwe to address transmission
constraints and allow power transfer between
DRC/Zambia/Zimbabwe and Botswana/South
Africa/Namibia.

Part of the NorthSouth Power
Transmission
Corridor

Awaiting
further info

1750000

DBSA

1750000

2013-20

SADC

Transport

Lesotho Highlands

To develop a hydropower plant of xxx MW to
achieve self-sufficiency and exports to SA and
SAPP. IPPF would support feasibility study and
detailed design.

PIDA PAP EN04

Awaiting
further info

2100000

TBD

2100000

2013-21

SADC
(SAPP)

Energy

Mpanda Nkuwa Hydro Power
Plant

To develop a hydropower plant of 1500 MW in
Mozambique. IPPF would support feasibility
study and detailed design.

PIDA PAP EN03

Awaiting
further info

2400000

TBD

2400000

Transport

LAPSSET (Lamu Port-IsioloLodwar-LokichoggioNandapal- Juba/IsioloMoyale) Railway

To improve the 2100 km railway line connecting
South Sudan, Kenya and Ethiopia and port
services at Lamu Port. IPPF would support the
feasibility study and detailed engineering design
of port and rail improvements.

PIDA PAP TR10

79 out of 100

2500000

$6,455,359

8955359

Route Bossembélé-Baoro en
RCA

Améliorer l’efficacité de la chaine logistique par
l’amélioration des infrastructures routières;
Accroitre les échanges intracommunautaires;
Faciliter l’accés des pays de l’hinterland à la
façade maritime. Études de faisabilité pour le
renforcement de la route Bousembélé-Baoro
(225 km).

PIDA PAP TR20

78 out of 100

2500000

TBD

2500000

2013-22

2013-23

IGAD

CEEAC/CE
MAC

Transport
Phase 2

Transport/Ph
ase 2

IPPF REMAINING COMMITMENTS FOR 2013 PIPELINE PROJECTS

64397278

52695050

117092328

2013 RESERVE LIST
2013-24

SADC/

Transport

Northwest Railway

Lobito Corridor

2000000

2000000
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Angola/

Corridor

Zambia

IPPF COMMITMENTS FOR 2013 RESERVE PROJECTS

GRAND TOTAL

2000000

66397278

2000000

52695050

119092328

ANNEX G. 2012 AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE NEPAD-IPPF
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